AR Worldwide Modular RF
The Power, Performance and Features That Give You The Competitive Edge

AR Worldwide Modular RF makes high quality RF amplifier systems and modules that play a critical role in Wireless Communications, Military Communications, Electronic Warfare, Electronic Countermeasures, Homeland Security, and have a variety of medical, scientific and industrial applications.

As Wireless applications emerge, we have been – and continue to be – at the forefront with amplifier systems and modules that meet the unique demands of this growing industry. We now provide power amplifiers for virtually every kind of wireless system.

Our innovative broadband RF amplifier modules are helping to create new opportunities and new applications in every market we serve.

We are well known for producing booster amplifiers and modules that are compact, flexible and tough enough to withstand even the toughest conditions, like desert battles. AR Worldwide Modular RF is also equipped to create customized variations of its products to meet specific needs.

Innovative Solutions To Solve The Toughest Challenges And Meet The Most Demanding Specs.
Customers turn to us not only for dependable RF amplifiers that match their exact power and frequency needs, they look to AR Worldwide Modular RF to help solve their toughest challenges. Our ability to deliver specialized modules sets us a world apart from other RF amplifier companies. We have a unique expertise in producing custom configurations of power, frequency and special features in almost any size.

• Frequencies from 0.01 - 5000 MHz
• Power from 5 – 3000 watts

Features that give you a competitive edge:
• Infinite VSWR Protection
• Custom Feedback Loops
• Specialized Configurations
• Power Measurement and Control
• Temperature Compensation
• High Accuracy Output
• Fast Rise and Fall Time
• Low Inter-Pulse Noise Floor
• Phase and Amplitude Stability

The Best Products, Created And Supported By The Best People In The Industry.
AR Worldwide Modular RF is fortunate to attract the brightest and most dedicated people in the industry. Our people are not only innovative thinkers and problem-solvers, they’re obsessed with even the smallest details and committed to making sure that AR products and services deliver beyond what our most demanding customers expect.

A Global Support System That Will Be Here For You Today, Tomorrow And Always.
AR Worldwide supports its products with the strongest, most comprehensive and meaningful warranty in the industry. It’s backed by a worldwide service and technical support network that’s second to none. If anything goes wrong with your AR Worldwide product – if you ever have problems or questions – we’ll be there to help.
At AR Worldwide Modular RF, there’s no substitute for quality. It’s the foundation of our business and the AR Worldwide Modular RF value that’s recognized around the globe. It’s one of the key reasons AR Worldwide Modular RF has become a worldwide leader in military tactical amplifiers, broadband amplifier systems and modules, and band specific radio and wireless modules.

AR Worldwide Modular RF products do more, last longer, work harder and make your job easier. And that gives you a fierce competitive edge. Only AR Worldwide Modular RF delivers innovative technology, advanced design, quality build & workmanship, mismatch capability, durability & longevity, less cost watt for watt, and a worldwide support network that’s here for you today and tomorrow.

With the combined resources of all the AR Worldwide companies, we simply have more of the best people making the best products to overcome your toughest challenges.

Want to know more?

AR Worldwide • Modular RF
11807 North Creek Parkway South, Suite 109,
Bothell, Washington 98011 USA
Tel 425-485-9000 • Fax 425-486-9657

For RF and Microwave Test Amplifiers, or EMI Receiver Systems, call 215-723-8181.

www.ar-worldwide.com